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Grand Curve

Grand Curve outside

rock field

notable coordinates

your shuttle 037.128
crates, laser cutter 037.125
prospector's shuttle 037.126

legend

edge of rock field no cover
inside the rock field provides cover
restricted area

bridge and airlocks

west airlock — bridge, west end — bridge, east end — east airlock — to corridor, west end
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underground facility, upper level

corridor, west end

storage room 51
to
east airlock
dressing room
corridor, centre

storage room 52

waiting room

unfinished room
corridor, east end
dark cave
gloomy cave
elevator shaft
down to elevator
treatment room
doctor's office
dome
dome
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underground facility, lower level

dusty corridor east

---

dusty corridor west

---

stalactite cave north

---

elevator

---

stalactite cave south

---

spongy corridor north

---

crevise

---

spongy corridor south

---
down to control centre